
Peace and Grace – so much more than a simply greeting. 
Equal access brings an equal opportunity. Peace as the consistency of 

us all is the vision and goodwill to all is the mechanics of the consistency 
providing the equal access that brings an equal opportunity to all. “The 
Peace” under which we currently live is an imposed peace dressed up as an 
inspired Peace because it is held together by force, coercion and acts of 
war and violence to enforce the supposed laws of the People of our land 
rather than an inspired community peace encouraged by fair-dinkum 
democratic representation leading by example to display the benefits of 
our acts of kindness to bind us better together rather than bound by the 
fear of punishment of wrongdoing, because most wrongdoings are 
mistakes in need of a better way not to be stigmatised, punished and 
condemned. Peace as our consistency could easily be our standard, 
banner, emblem, badge, our colours, even the flag of one human race, One 
Flag of Humanity. The Peace, the consistency Is The Spirit of God amongst 
us. With God’s equal access providing His equal opportunity for us all, 
Goodwill, our acts of kindness binds us together in Love, with plenty of hugs 
and smiles rather than punches and scars. His Peace offers a Better Hope 
to us all, so Resting in Peace together is more important alive than not. His 
Peace wants to inspire a better hope of the hope of better within me, and 
you  and as well as everyone else, His Peace. A true global Peace is inspired by love and kindness not imposed by war and hate. His Peace, 
God’s Peace, The Spirit of Truth hopes to inspire a Peace within us all. His Peace in better endeavours to share with us some better developed 
reconciliation skills. Even equip us further with even more tools to apply to the complexities of sometimes difficult situations, stagnant 
circumstance, or troubling conflict in need of resolution or repair, by sharing the good news that we can learn war no more and live in hope 

rather than in judgement. We can come away from being right and step up to better. 
Particularly because humans have to be right before humans will fight and having a concept 
of better is having the concept of having an alternative option to choose from. So better 
delivers an optional extra and freedom to choose better rather than stand our ground being 
right. Better can make both right and wrong irrelevant and in doing so make fighting 
obsolete. Take away the need to be right and we also take away the need to fight. We can 
overcome war before the war begins.     

So it is also with our mentoring. Our coaching can replace our punishment and we can 
bring joy instead of pain. We can learn better how not to become offended, even as equally 
as we already learn how not to offend and taking away the offence in our own worlds better 
with forgiveness and grace over other Peoples mistakes and so rest in God’s Peace better 
together, The Peace declared since Melchisedec, through Solomon to Christ, from Kingdom 
to Community, from Empire to the UN, Peace has always been God’s Brand and Way, but 
traditional Christianity has mistakenly returned to David’s Holy Kingdom of God, thinking 
that God only had one Kingdom but the Prince of Peace defeated the prince of the air and 
now has His own Kingdom but most People have never heard of the good news of Jesus’ 
Kingdom of Peace, that we can learn war no more, overcome self-righteousness, and defeat 
violence discrimination, greed and war with love, grace, kindness and truth. The good news 
is that all things have become new again when we enter into His better hope, because better 
made and continues to make all things new again, bringing renewal to all because better 
never ends, always improving glory to Glory, from better to best to even better than best 
with better again never ending betterment always bettering because better comes from the 
source and the source is God, because there is no better than God, God is best, better than 
us all and a great equalizer amongst men. The way of better is the way of The Spirit of the 

Lord, the better hope of Jesus Christ, the tree of life to a better equal opportunity world for us all brought about by an equal access to 
education for all, His Way of Peace, united and prosperous together, ordered by grace and hope of goodwill to bring the joy of our consistency 
rather than ordered by judgement of law and the fear of punishment and Humanity suffering all the more learning obedience by the things 
that we suffer.  

So law and order are significantly important but it’s how the law and order is delivered that still remains of the most significance 
since Jesus Christ, King of Peace, Lord and Saviour of us all because New Covenant Justice relies on hope and encouragement, coaching and 
mentoring and leading by example a better way into a better place for us all. Old Testament Justice relies on judgement punishing wrongdoing 
and teaching obedience to law by making People suffer, how silly is that, teaching by harm? 

Old Testament justice brings suffering, and tends to inspire rebellion and brutish retaliation as well as unforgiveness more so than 
correction, by imposing its own peace with violence. New Testament Justice relies of hope, grace and goodwill to bring the joy of learning a 
better way forward for all and tends to inspire healthy relationships of mutual respect resulting in a better world for all concerned, by 
inspiring a Peace based on an equal opportunity world for all achieved through an equal access to education for all, amongst us all.  
His Peace wants to share a better hope of the hope of better. A Peace that is greater than us all, to the greater good of us all, all being under 
the one banner of Peace,  offering a better hope in one human race in one global Community of Peace. A Peace by Jesus Christ, Goodwill in 
the Holy Ghost, and in the Love that The LORD God Almighty has for us all, without exclusion we are all already Children of God and His Peace 
is inviting us all to ask God to be our conscience for us and so trust our inner voice all the more. His Peace invites us to anticipate life upholding 
an integrity to a new conscience and live life a Divinely Guided Citizen of Peace. His Peace is about a better Peace than we have ever known 
or seen or believed for before, God’s Peace and Goodwill to bring us all peace and goodwill amongst each other. 



 

 


